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PURE CLEANLINESS  
AND FRESHNESS  
AT THE PUSH OF A 
 BUTTON
The new, perfected Geberit AquaClean Sela with a timeless, stylish design, has 

been enhanced with additional optimised functions to make this shower toilet 

even more modern. AquaClean Sela now offers even more convenience, not to 

mention perfect hygiene thanks to its rimless ceramic pan. At the same time, it 

complements the Geberit AquaClean product range with a design- oriented, high- 

quality shower toilet that fits into almost any bathroom environment. With its clear 

 design and chrome-plated cover, it can become the centerpiece of the bathroom.

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN  

SELA
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ALL COMFORT FUNCTIONS AT A GLANCE:

WhirlSpray shower 
technologywithfive
individuallyregulated
shower pressure settings

Oscillating spray

Rimless ceramic pan  
withTurboFlushflush
 technology

Lady shower

Remote control Soft close WC seat and lid

Remote control app
QuickRelease 
function

Orientation light User recognition

Adjustable  
spray arm position

Descaling function

Adjustable shower  
water temperature

Economy mode

NEW
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Geberit AquaClean Sela can be installed in virtually any 

 bathroom. All you need is a mains connection and a water 

 supply. 

QUICK AND EASY 
STEPS TO YOUR VERY  
OWN SPA 

AVAILABLE  
FREE OF CHARGE  
IN THE

ORIENTATION LIGHT
The discreet orientation light is just bright enough to show the 
way at night and makes it easier to fall asleep afterwards. The 
atmospheric light beam, which is controlled by a brightness 
sensor and activated in the dark, is available in seven different 
colours. The intensity of this energy-saving LED light can be 
 adjusted to five different settings.

REMOTE CONTROL AND APP
All functions of the AquaClean Sela can be easily controlled 
from the remote control. Thanks to its intuitive operation, all 
 inputs can be made with one hand and personal settings can be 
retrieved. The functions of the shower toilet can also be 
conveniently controlled from the Geberit AquaClean App. It 
turns a smartphone into a remote control with which settings 
can be saved and taken on trips. AquaClean Sela also features 
user recognition, which uses a sensor to prevent the shower 
spray from being accidentally activated.

RIMLESS CERAMIC PAN WITH TURBOFLUSH
Flushing is also extremely quiet and thorough. The innovative 
TurboFlush technology is based on a flow- optimized rimless 
 ceramic pan. This way, the shower toilet can be flushed at any 
time without any disturbing sounds – even at night. And since 
the TurboFlush technology flushes the ceramic pan more 
 thoroughly than a normal flush, you will almost never have to 
use the toilet brush after going to the toilet.

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER TECHNOLOGY
Like all Geberit shower toilets, AquaClean Sela features the 
unique, patented WhirlSpray shower technology. The shower 
spray is refined through dynamic aeration that allows for 
 pleasant and thorough cleaning with low water consumption. 
So you feel fresh and clean all day long.

The new Geberit WC installation elements with concealed cistern 
are a safe solution for new buildings or comprehensive refurbish-
ments. All necessary connections are already pre-planned so that 
all AquaClean shower toilets can be easily mounted and connected 
to the water and power supply.

When time, budget or basic structure considerations 
do not permit invisible integration of the cistern 
 behind the wall, the Geberit Monolith toilet cistern 
 offers an additional alternative. A slim flushing cistern 
and the required sanitary technology are housed 
 under an elegant glass surface. The Monolith is 
 constructed in such a way that it can be mounted 
and connected to the existing water supply lines and 
 discharge pipes quickly and without great incon-
venience. The Geberit Monolith Plus comfort version 
also features an effective odour extraction unit. 
Thanks to all these features, a bathroom can be 
transformed into an oasis of well-being in no time.

←  Easy installation with 
WC installation element

↑

Geberit AquaClean Sela is available with a gloss chrome or white alpine plastic cover.

Article number Geberit AquaClean Sela: 
146.220.11.1 white alpine
146.220.21.1 gloss chrome

Article number wall-mounted  
control panel: 
147.041.SI.1 white

AquaClean Sela can also be controlled from a wireless 
 wall-mounted control panel that can be placed  wherever  
it fits best.   
←

With Geberit AquaClean 
complete solutions, the 
electrical connection is 
hidden behind the ceramic 
pan.

With Geberit AquaClean 
 complete solutions, the 
water supply  connection 
is hidden behind the 
 ceramic pan.
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←19,5 cm

5 cm 5 cm


